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The earth did tremble; and

\( a \text{ tempo} \)

\( pp \)

Ped.

heaven's closed eye was loath to
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see the Lord of Glory die:

The skies were clad in mourning, and the spheres forgot their
har-mo-ny; the clouds dropped

har-mo-ny; the clouds dropped

the clouds dropped

the clouds dropped

tears, the clouds dropped

tears,
rose to give him room;

And ev'ry

No Ped.

grave did gape to be his tomb:

THE

Ped.

Th'af fright ed heav'n sent down e le - gious
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thunder;

The world's foundation

loosed to lose their founder;

Th'impatient temple rent her veil in two.
teach our hearts what
our sad hearts should do:

Shall
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Drill forth my tears;

and trickle one by forth my tears;

Drill forth my

and
one,

Till you have pierced this

one by one,

pierced this

Tears

trick - le one by one

pierced this

pierced this

pierced this

pierced this

pierced this

Till you have pierced this

tears

trick - le one by one

pierced this

pierced this

pierced this

pierced this

pierced this

one,

one by one,

heart of mine, this stone.

heart of mine, this stone.

heart of mine, this stone.

heart of mine, this stone.

heart of mine, this stone.